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Introduction and Background
The quality of a student’s life during their time at university depends on a number of
factors. To ensure an enriching and fulfilling university experience, a student must
feel satisfied with their life. Everyday activities, such as finding a place to eat, or
studying in the library must be taken into account. Broader decisions must also be
acknowledged, such as where you may be living, whether English is your first
language, or if you are working part-time to fund your studies.
It would be an enormous task to take into account all the different factors that make
up a student’s life into one single annual report. So after discussing the different
options as a group, we decided to focus our report on the significance of the
Students’ Union and the potential impact that the Union can have on a student’s life.
Indeed, the SU can play a part in most of the subsequent areas of our lives as
students, whether that be joining a sports team, setting up a society, seeking help in
lobbying a university policy, or simply microwaving a packed lunch.
However feedback from our DSC Annual Survey question showed that the majority
of students do not feel as though the SU plays an important role in their life as a
student (see table 1.1). This overwhelmingly (69%) negative response towards an
establishment, which is made up almost entirely by students or ex-students of
Goldsmiths, and is run completely for the students’ benefit, seemed to be an
important issue to investigate.

Table 1.1: This chart shows that the majority of respondents feel as though the
Students’ Union does not play an important role in their lives as students.
However, it is important to take into account, and also recognise the limitations in the
wording of this question, that although students may not feel as though the SU ‘plays
an important role in their life’, they may still perceive it as a positive establishment.
Also, it may be the case that the SU plays a small role in a student’s life (perhaps
they simply frequent the stretch bar), but not a necessarily ‘important’ role.

Aims
•

Our predominant aim is to discover why students feel a particular way about
the Students’ Union. Why is it that some students may feel more represented
by the union than others? We will investigate into what has caused this
potential detachment from the SU and a student’s life, and then suggest
realistic ways in which this possible dissociation can be amended.

•

We will also aim to discover what it is that Students think the SU actually
does/is responsible for. We want to find a way to make it clearer to students
the role of the SU; to ensure that misconceptions are not made about what
power the SU may or may not have over a situation.

•

Furthermore, we want to create a more transparent relationship between
highlighting the role of the SU, and the potential, positive impact it can have
on a student’s life. We want to identify the main positive aspects of the SU
and then formulate some recommendations on how it may be best to transfer
this information to the students.

•

We also aim to recommend ways in which the SU can generally increase its
appeal to students and thus, hopefully, benefit more students’ lives.

•

No student is necessarily obliged to be directly involved with the SU, but by
the definition of its very purpose, the SU can directly, or indirectly (e.g. gain
your department better equipment through lobbying) affect a student’s life. We
believe that the Union has the potential to significantly contribute to the
betterment of a student’s life. Especially in a time when students lives, not
only in Goldsmiths but also all over the country, are suffering from soaring
university fees and a mental health epidemic due to “financial stress and
uncertainty around employment on graduation”. (Gani: 2016)1
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We are

striving for a better quality of student life through empowering the SU.

Methodology
We collected relevant information regarding differing aspects of student life through
the DSC Annual Survey responses. We found that responses to Question 33: ‘Does
the Students' Union play an important role in your life as a student’, which was
answered by a total of 1007 people out of 1322 total participants, to be of particular
interest. Out of the people who answered, 251 left comments along with their

answers. We read all of these comments and selected particularly relevant or
interesting quotes to be used as evidence within the report.
As well analysing all the data from the Annual Survey, we also used the comments
we received as the basis to understand what further questions needed to be asked,
specifically regarding the SU. We decided to formulate some more questions and
conduct further interviews.
These are the questions that we asked in our secondary interviews:
•

What are you studying and what is your year of study?

•

Do you think that the SU represents you as a student?

•

What is it that you think the SU actually does?

•

What do you think the SU’s political leanings are?
I.

Do they align with yours?

•

What do you think the SU does well?

•

How do you think the SU could be improved?

To ensure that we got an equal response from the questions, we wanted to interview
as wide a demographic of students as possible. Therefore, different members of the
group interviewed students in the following places: outside the library, outside the
SU, the PSH building and outside the Ben Plimlott building. Around 50 students were
interviewed fully, and most, if not all departments were featured.
These questions were more concise and intentionally qualitative, so that we could
gain a deeper understanding into why students held differing views on the SU.
For example, response #1082 from the initial Annual Survey question: ‘Does the
Students' Union play an important role in your life as a student’, commented: “No. It
seems to be all about parties and less about a supportive community”. This answer
made us question whether students actually knew what it is the SU does (i.e.
organises all the university’s sporting societies, which are inherently community
based activities), and therefore helped us to formulate the question ‘What is it that
you think the SU actually does?’

Some members of the group also spoke to the SU staff, to gain their opinions on
some of the issues being addressed within this report.

Results & Findings

Table 1.2: 315 people skipped this question and 298 people answered ‘Don’t know’.
Therefore, a considerable total of 613 people expressed a lack of knowledge and/or
interest towards the extra-curricular events and activities happening in the university.
These events are mostly administrated by the SU, which thus further reflects the
ambiguity surrounding SU’s role in student’s lives

Table 1.3: The SU not only provides extra study spaces for students in the Stretch
and Natura, but it is also responsible for organizing all the spaces for sports and
societies. The fact that the responses for this question were generally positive, and
when considering the notion that the SU is reonsible for the majority of allocating
extra curricular space, makes the SU’s involvement in all student’s lives seem a lot
more important than some students take for granted (when considering the
overwhelmingly negative response to Question 33).
After studying the comment responses for Question 33, it was interesting to

find that a large majority of people who answered ‘No’, explained that they did
so because they felt the SU lacked acknowledgment for postgraduate and/or
mature students.
For example, in response to Question 33:
Response #272 – “No. More activities for mature students.”
Response #586 – “No. I am a mature student and don't particularly feel like I belong.
The problem could well be me more than you though.....”
Response #716 – “Don’t Know. Really pleased to see the bar is now opening again!
More for postgraduates and 'mature' students; it can be a slightly lonely experience.”
Response #1034 – “No. They do not seem to have a presence for the Post Grad
courses, which is a shame”
Response #1023 – “No. SU emails seem more aimed at undergrads than postgrads.
Other than the occasional email from the SU I have no contact with them”

Students reiterated these sentiments when we conducted the secondary
interviews:
“I feel like there should be more events and nights dedicated to mature students, and
as a non-drinker, I find it harder to be involved with the SU.” - David Jones, Design
Department - Undergraduate, Year 3.

Another common explanation for a student’s response being negative seemed
to revolve around the SU’s supposed political leanings
For example, in response to Question 33:
Response #535 – “No. They are an overtly political body - and it's not my politics! I
would not feel that I could express my views openly.”
Response #222 – “No. I feel the student union has way too many political
affiliations. I do not think their function should be to promote rallies express political
opinions etc. unless they are related to student activities. I firmly believe student
unions should be apolitical and have a student-centred agenda.”
Response #304 – “No. See above statement about 'no-platforming' and political
agendas.” Note - Respondent appears to be referring to their response to Question
31: “I get frustrated by illogical activist movements making the environment a hub of
'no platforming' and ridiculous political agendas. It does not make for a good learning
environment”.
Response #648 – “No. …The student Left are very vocal and intolerant of anyone
who expresses views that aren't far Left (in my experience). I think the SU needs to
make an effort to be more inclusive and less judgemental as they do not represent
the majority of students. That said there is a lot of good that the SU does - I'm not
trying to put them down.”

However the most obvious finding we could take from our research, which is
highlighted in Table 1.2, was the confusion surrounding the role of the SU and
what it actually does for the students themselves.
For example, in response to Question 33:
Response #294 - “It has a bad rep. I don't even know what they do other than
events - what is their purpose?? To put on club nights and offer support or do they do
more?”
Response #640 - “I don't know if I'm even a member. I think I am? I receive emails
etc., and I've voted in elections, but it's not clear how this benefits me as a student,”
Response #1082 - “Seems to be all about parties and less about a supportive
community.”
Response #418 – “No. Never seen them actually. Once I was told to go there for
extra curricular sports, but I wasn't sure where to go or whom to speak with”
Response #69 – [On whether the SU plays an important role in their life] “if I knew
what they did and how to get involved in it”
Note: Responded to Question 32 - “I would really like to be a part of some [societies]
but I missed fresher’s fair and now I don't know how to join”
Students in response to the question - ‘What is it that you think the SU actually
does?’
“Only aware of the SU shop, and hopefully they sell cheaper things.” – Crystal
Leung, International student, BA Fine Art, Year 2.
“Cafe/bar. Other than that I don’t know” – Fay Baro, BA Fine Art & History of Art,
Year 3.
“Literally no idea” – Lucy Crimmens, Politics, Philosophy and Economics, Year 2.
“All I know of what the SU does is social events.” – Evie Murphy, Media &
Communications, Year 1.

When we put this question to an SU staff member, they reiterated the
conclusions that we made from the issue:
Why do you think the majority of students don't think the SU plays an important role
in their lives as students?
● “The distinction between the university and the SU isn't clear enough”

●

“People don't realize the venue is SU owned or which events are run by us”

● “The SU is here for students when they need support, however some students
won't throughout their time at university”

However not all responses were negative. Unfortunately though, a very small
number of students who answered ‘Yes’ to Question 33 left a comment
explaining their reasons why. Positive comments were regular in the
interviews however:
Response #18 – “Yes. Not personally but as they are advocates of many things as a
student I feel should be campaigned against or for, they do play an important role”
Response #756 – “Yes. I think they do a great job. Very approachable and always
helpful”
Response #1169 – “Yes. I haven't had to deal with them much personally but I do
feel their importance and appreciate what they do and knowing they are there to
keep things good for the students. I enjoy their email updates and info about things
that are important for us to know that the university might not tell us.”

Students in response to the question – ‘What do you think the SU does well?’
“It gets widespread news (media attention), [its] good at publicizing the on-going
campaigns in different ways.” – Roisin Kenny, BA Fine Art, Year 3.

“Campaigns, and also getting better with the social aspect of SU, for instance the
Stretch getting better and so on.” – Ellie Kinney, Psychology Department, Year 3.
“Staff are always nice and the events have been sick lately. I think it does a lot of
stuff to be honest” – Jacob Brown, English Department, Year 3.
“Does well to support students who are classed as minorities or has issues with
education and health and so much more. Feel generally happy with them” - Apryll
Dutton, BA Fine Art, Year 3.
“It organises trips to protests, that’s great” – Kim Dang, Politics, Year 2.

Conclusions
•

Overall, the most common concern that came up during our research was that
the students did not understand the purpose of the Students’ Union. In some
cases the SU was only perceived as being an events coordinator or bar space
(see response #1082). In others, (see response #304) it is portrayed as a
peculiar radical left-wing training ground. Students seem to be confused with
what the SU’s actual purpose is and therefore fail to recognize the benefits of
engaging with it.

•

This is not something that our group felt is absolutely imperative to rectify in
order to ensure every student has an enjoyable life. As mentioned earlier;
there is no necessary obligation for a student to directly interact with the SU.
However through group discussions on our findings and research, as well as
SU staff meetings, we feel as though the responsibilities and possibilities of
the SU need to be clearer and more transparent to students in all years and

departments. We propose ways in which we believe this can be achieved in
our recommendations.
•

It can also be concluded that some students do not feel ‘represented’ by their
SU. Indeed, the term ‘represented’ may seem a little ambiguous, but if we are
to apply it to a Students’ Union, where the name of what it should be
representing (the students) is inherit in its very title, and such a vast number
of the students (see responses to Question 33 & SU’S politics responses)
seem to feel misrepresented by the Union, then surely a problem arises.
Response #571 writes:

“The Goldsmith Student Union, like most I have come across, still appears to
outsiders as a social clique and elite. As an able-bodied, non-minority student, I
feel that I have no justifying stake for involvement in the Union, which would be
the only thing which would motivate me to make the effort to become involved in
its social circle.”
•

This unfortunate, narrow-minded view of what the SU is, is problematic not of
the SU, but of the way the SU is being presented to students. An environment
of clique-ism or elitism doesn’t actually exist. It cannot exist in a place that is
open to absolutely anyone, regardless of ethnicity, age, sexuality or gender,
and has achieved feats as great as “winning £650,000 for its students in
compensation” 4. However it can still be concluded that some students, such
as Response #571, do indeed feel misrepresented by the SU

•

This could possibly be because of the perceived political leanings of the SU.
Although; living in a democratic country, learning in a democratic university,
and thus electing our SU officers in a democratic process, you would presume
that a democratic majority of students would feel that the SU represents them
(responses to surveys and interviews do not reflect this view). We believe this
is because of a small number of individuals, within the SU, being overtly
outspoken. As well as, again, there not being enough transparency over what
the SU’s role is. The SU is not a political machine, it is a collection of people,
mostly students (including all of the students of Goldsmiths to some degree),
who lobby the university for us, organise events, societies, trips, protests and

anything else that the students would like to do. What the problem seems to
be is that the majority of students don’t realize this.
•

Postgraduate and mature students also feel somewhat alienated or
misrepresented by the SU (see responses to secondary interviews).
Predominantly because of a lack of events aimed directly at them and curated
solely for their particular student groups.

•

However there were also many positive conclusions to be taken from our
research. A genuine appreciation for the events, and particularly the nightlife
events, was apparent throughout the majority of the secondary interviews
conducted. As well as acknowledgments from some people, such as Apryll
Dutton, for all the inclusive, feminist, minority and LGBTQI events that have
been curated in the past year (Gender Fuck Ball, HO HO HOMOS,
LGBTQT’s, Abortion Rights Comedy Nights and many more):

“Does well to support students who are classed as minorities or has issues with
education and health and so much more. Feel generally happy with them”.

Recommendations
•

Create a Manifesto (example: The SU is YOU): This would be a short,

concise and straightforward declaration, which clearly explains what the SU
does, what is has to offer, as well as previous meaningful achievements. This
should be given out at Fresher’s Fair and then regularly redistributed
throughout the year – not just Fresher’s Fair. We believe clear and direct
communication is key in order to raise awareness and increase transparency
over what the SU does, and therefore potentially improve student’s lives.
•

Organize a showcase: This would enable the SU to demonstrate their past
achievements and current projects to the students and staff members
(bi-annual). It would be a fun, visually engaging way of doing what the
manifesto also intends to do. Exceptional work should hang for a selected
period of time. There is currently nothing on the walls of the stretch bar other
than adverts.

•

Use the Stretch as a display space for student work: Students from more
art-based courses would have the chance to put on exhibition nights, curate
gallery viewings and present installations in the often-unused stretch main
dance floor area. Goldsmiths is known as an art university, why do you only
ever see student artwork in the Lewisham Way or Harts Lane galleries? We
strongly believe that using the stretch as a display area would attract more
students to the SU building, and further develop their interest and curiosity
towards the SU’s projects.

•

Make “SU on Tour” more frequent: This is a great way for the SU to have
direct contact with the students and give them the opportunity to ask
questions. It is rarely organized, so we encourage this practice which will able
a greater on-campus visibility.

•

Over 20s/Postgraduate meet and greet events: Our research showed a
significant portion of mature students feeling redundant in the eyes of the SU.
We recommend setting up a weekly or bi-monthly event, aimed solely at
students from these groups.
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